
All of my friends are missing again / That’s what happens when you fall in love,” Eilish explains 
on her newest single. 22-year-old Billie Eilish, the only woman ever to sweep all four 
main Grammy categories (which she did by age 20), released two new songs on an EP 

titled Guitar Songs. One of these songs, “TV,” has political musings tied into a classic acoustic heart-
break song. The song has an air of melancholy and Eilish’s voice is eerily calm as she harmonizes. 
“TV” starts off quiet; it feels intimate. At the end, it builds to a climax featuring live vocals from her 
performance of the song in Manchester, England. The final lyrics include a heartbreaking realiza-
tion: “Maybe I, maybe I, maybe I’m the problem / Baby, I, baby, I, baby, I’m the problem.” 

The song is cathartic for listeners, as many can relate to Eilish’s refreshingly honest lyrics, 
where she realizes her own flaws. It can be hard to introspect and admit one’s own wrongdoings, 
but Eilish helps listeners own up to that as they sing along with her. 

The angst does not end there. Some of the more haunting lyrics of the song follow; “And I’ll be 
in denial for at least a little while / What about the plans we made? / The internet’s gone wild watching movie 
stars on trial / While they’re overturning Roe v. Wade.” Eilish commented on these lyrics, saying, “It’s a 
really scary world right now,” (Apple Music 1). These lyrics struck a chord with people with uteruses 
all around the United States of America who lost their right to full bodily autonomy only a month 
prior to the song’s release. 

“TV” captures feelings that resonate with people around the world while also bringing Eilish’s 
voice to the forefront. “TV” is a refreshing break from Eilish’s typical music, which has adventurous 
production that can overshadow her voice, but in this stripped back single, Eilish’s angelic vocals 
shine. Her ability to showcase not only her talent, but her vulnerability, is part of what makes her 
one of the world’s most famous musicians.  

On July 15, 2022, English experimental music 
group black midi released their third stu-
dio album Hellfire. The album consists of 

ten tracks with a runtime of just over 38 minutes. 
Hellfire is a dynamic combination of a wide range of 
musical styles, including flamenco, folk, showtunes, 
and many more. With this album, the group carries 
on their hallmark tradition of creating a bizarrely 
complex musical experience that both takes the lis-
tener on a journey and leaves them wondering what 
exactly they just listened to.  

Every single track on the album carries a com-
pelling narrative, often with great and bizarre 
detail. While every track stands out in its own way, 
“Sugar/Tzu” and “Welcome to Hell” were the soar-
ing high points of the album, featuring engaging 
stories and energetic instrumentals. Hellfire builds 
itself on the contrast between intense and often 
abrasive instrumentals that can make the listener 
feel like they’re in hell; and soothing beautiful 
instrumentals that provide a short relief from the 
album’s near-constant chaos. The vocals on the 
album often contrast between a theatrical cabaret 
style—a soothing crooning followed by crazed rants 
that are reminiscent of a televangelist gone insane. 
These elements further the storytelling that is given 
with a sort of grotesque detail which can often be 
confusing, but also offers a strange immersion into 
the world black midi has created.  

Overall, the album itself is an experience that 
is paralleled by very few other works. While these 
might not be the songs the average person would 
want to sing in the car on their way home from 
work, they will likely leave a lasting impact on the 
listener. Hellfire by black midi is a short series of 
small and chaotic journeys through a different 
world. The album is absolutely no filler and all killer.

Beloved former One Direction member Harry 
Styles blessed his fans with summer album 
Harry’s House on May 20, 2022. The album was 

destined to be a fan favorite from the overwhelm-
ingly positive reaction to the early release single “As 
It Was” back in April. The single has found a home 
in the Billboard Global 200 chart, and Harry Styles 
managed to drum up even more excitement for 
May 20 with his Coachella performance where he 
debuted “Late Night Talking” and “Boyfriends.” With 
all the excitement, it was no surprise that Styles 
crashed Spotify during the album’s official release.  

Looking further into the album, fans were hit by 
an unexpected emotional rollercoaster. The contrast 
in tone between “Music For a Sushi Restaurant” and 
“Matilda” can throw off some listeners, but for oth-
ers, it reconfirmed their love for Styles. Essentially, 
Harry’s House is 42 minutes of love, heartbreak, long-
ing, and sexual innuendos. Honestly, an absolute 
mess if shuffled, but a positive experience if listened 
to from start to finish.  

One major criticism of Harry’s House is that 
some of the lyrics seem to be thrown into songs as 
filler. Calling a song “Music For a Sushi Restaurant” 
shouldn’t give Harry Styles and his songwriting 
team the excuse to start off the song with “Green 
eyes, fried rice / I could cook an egg on you,” but the overall 
upbeat sound of the song saves it from deep criticism.”  

The vocals in “Grapejuice” and “Love Of My Life” 
as well as the mix of instrumentals throughout the 
album give listeners something new to listen for 
with each playthrough.  

Overall, Styles created something that overjoyed 
his fans. While there may be some flaws, the over-
all impact that Harry’s House has is positive, which 
makes this album a win for the summer of 2022.  

A
merican Idiot, Green Day’s 2004 
album, is a rock opera dedicated to a 
disciple of the Jesus of Suburbia gone 

rogue, and it contains some of the band’s 
most iconic singles of all time. Billie Joe 
Armstrong sings from the narrative per-
spective of all young people disillusioned 
from constructs of authority and political 
propaganda. 

This album explores the range of 
emotions and personalities discovered 
as belief in systems taught by parents is 
rejected—or belief in the state. “Holiday/
Boulevard of Broken Dreams” and “Wake 
Me Up When September Ends” stand for 
themselves in Green Day’s musical legacy 
but reflect pivotal moments of character 
development in the context of the album 
as a rock opera. 

American Idiot ranks 225 on Rolling 
Stone’s list of 500 Best Albums of All Time, 
arguably because the classic pop punk/
rock music delivers a timeless story with 
invigorating, dynamic instrumentals 
from song to song that keeps the listener 
invested in the lives of the characters like 
“St. Jimmy” and “Whatsername.” The 
themes of  rebellion, isolation, chaos, 
grief, and hope strengthen both the lyr-
ics and message that the album seeks to 
deliver. 

Green Day’s American Idiot reflects 
the challenges, the frustrations, and the 
injustices experienced by teens and young 
adults in America, and gives the listener a 
voice to reject a willfully ignorant nation.  
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